Active Citizenship
in After School
Dear After School Provider,
Thank you for taking the time to review this packet of activities, particularly since as a person working with youth, we know
time is one of your most precious commodities! Let’s be honest – you get students right at the hour when they are most
ready to release pent up energy from the day and are generally most uninterested in anything even slightly resembling a
“lesson.” To aid you in providing those students with engaging and meaningful experiences, we have developed a brief set
of suggested activities to inspire active citizenship in the young people you are working with. These activities are designed
with the after school setting in mind, which we believe requires that they:
9
9
9
9

Are easy to implement
Require little to no supplies
Are purposeful, structured, and educational; while still being engaging, interactive, and fun
Can be easily modified, regardless of the time frame you are working within, the space you are using, or the
number of students you are working with

The activities you will find here are meant to get your youth excited about being an active citizen within their community,
from learning about the voting process to tackling a community service project.
The following table of contents provides an overview of the various activities and how they relate to one another. As you
know your population best, we encourage you to modify and change the activities as you see fit. And these are only a small
sampling of what is available to you. For additional activities for use in the after school setting, go to www.civics.org (click
on the “Database of Civic Resources” tab at the top of the page) or www.kidsvotingdurham.org.
Happy Teaching!

The North Carolina Civic Education Consortium ~ www.civics.org
Offering free activities & lessons, trainings for teachers and after school providers, and small grants funding up to $10,000
Contact Christie Hinson for questions regarding activities or additional resources at (919) 962-8389 or hinson@sog.unc.edu

Kids Voting Durham ~ www.kidsvotingdurham.org
Offering support to ensure our community's youth understand and believe in the power they have as active citizens and
informed voters
Contact Carolyn Kreuger for questions regarding voter education resources and authentic voting experiences for youth at
(919) 560-7321 or carolyn@kidsvotingdurham.org

To access activities on various topics for use in the after school hours,
take the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Go to www.civics.org
Click on “Database of Civic Resources” at the top of the page.
An introductory page to the database will open. From this page, click “Enter the Database.”
Click on “Schools.”
Click on “Activities.”
Select a topic you would like to search (i.e. “elections & voting”, “classroom management,” etc.; currently,
only one topic can be searched at a time.)
7. Select the grade you are seeking. (If you do not want to narrow activities by grade, you can leave the box
blank and click “Search Activities”.)
8. Click “Search Activities.”
9. Titles of activities available under that topic will populate in the box on the right. To access an activity,
simply click on the title you would like to explore. The activity will open in a PDF file. You can also save the
activity to your computer.

Note: The database is constantly being expanded. If you find only a few lessons under your topic, check back in
the future, or contact hinson@sog.unc.edu to make a request.

To access online lessons aligned to the NCSCOS, take the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Repeat steps 1 – 4 from above.
Click on “Lessons.”
Select your curriculum (i.e. Social Studies)
Select your grade (i.e. 8th grade)
Select your course (i.e. North Carolina Creation & Development of the State)
Select the competency goal you are seeking, or select “All” to search all lessons available for the course
selected.
7. Click “Search Lessons”
8. Titles of lessons available will populate in the box on the right. To access a lesson, simply click on the title
you would like to explore. The lesson will most often open in a PDF file. You can also save the lesson to your
computer.
• Other than the PDF files, there are also power point presentations available in the Database. When
clicking on these titles, a window will pop up allowing giving you the option to open or save the PPT file.
Some school district’s browser settings do not allow PPT pop-ups to open. Should you have trouble
accessing such files, e-mail a request for an electronic copy to hinson@sog.unc.edu or call (919) 9628389.

*Note: If you are searching by competency goal and would like to search a new competency goal number, you do
not need to repeat all of the steps above. Simply change the competency goal number in the search box and reselect “Search Lessons.” Lessons that are aligned to multiple goals will reappear under each goal.
If you are seeking a lesson or activity on a particular topic that you don’t find in the database,
contact Christie Hinson at hinson@sog.unc.edu or (919) 962-8389.

Active Citizenship
in After School
Activity Title &
Duration
Introductory Activity,
p. 1-2:
Human Scavenger Hunt

~ Suggested Order of Activities ~
Summary

Materials

Students learn new things about each other and begin to explore the topic of voting in
an interactive game. (Additional “Get to Know You Activities” are provided on pages
3-6.)

•

Copies of Human
Scavenger Hunt handout,
attached

As an introduction to this series of activities, tell students they will be exploring the
role of an active, responsible citizen over the next few weeks. In this first activity,
participants will begin by exploring the definition of a citizen, as well as the traits
ideal and negative citizens possess. They will then discuss the responsibilities of
citizens in depth by participating in an acting exercise and discussing the themes
illustrated in the scenes. Ideally, this activity will culminate with a volunteer event or
service learning project. (Activity Leaders should use Part I of this activity as an
introduction to this unit; Activity Leaders can use their discretion whether to use Part
II)
Students will explore the concepts of generosity, helpfulness, and teamwork in this
kinesthetic activity.

•

Large sheet of paper with
the outline of a human
drawn on
Markers
Photocopies of role plays
(if doing Part II of activity);
attached

(see also “Get to Know
You” activities)

(20 min.)
Activity 1, p. 7-14:
The Good, the Bad, and
the Citizen
(Part I: 30 min.; Part II:
50 min.)

Activity 2, p. 15-16:
Help Me!
(30 min.)

Activity 3, p. 17-18:
Kaboom!
(30 min.)

Activity 4, p. 19-20:
An Introduction to
Voting with “Ice Cream
in a Bag”
(30 min.)

Activity Leader Note: Remind students of their ideal citizen created in Activity 1
and highlight the fact that they will be focusing on the concept of ideal citizens
helping one another in this activity.
Students practice team work while participating in a fun game. Through discussion,
students explore why responsibility is an important trait for every citizen to exhibit.
Activity Leader Note: Again, remind students of the ideal citizen they created in
Activity 1, and explain that they will be focusing on the concept of responsibility and
team work in this activity. The activity should end with students reviewing what they
feel are the most important responsibilities of a citizen (such as voting, volunteering,
etc.)
Students will begin to focus on a citizen’s responsibility to vote, then practice voting
on a flavor of ice cream or other food item they would like to make and/or eat.
Activity Leader Note: When introducing this activity, again remind students of the
themes they have been exploring (ideal citizens, generosity, team work, helpfulness,
responsibility, etc.) and tell them that in this activity you want them to focus on a
citizen’s responsibility to vote.
9 Write the word VOTE in large letters at the front of the room. Give students a
sheet of paper and ask them to write and draw everything that comes to mind
when they think about this word. After approximately 4-5 min., allow students to
share some of their thoughts.
9 Ask students if any of them have ever voted for something before and allow them
to explain. Also ask students what types of things people (young & old) vote for.
Compile their answers in a list up front.
9 Tell students that today, they will practice voting. Explain that they will be voting
on what flavor of ice cream they would like to eat! (see the activity within)
**If Activity Leaders do not want to have students make the ice cream as the activity
within describes, they can also purchase ice cream to bring in for students to eat.
Activity Leaders can also choose to have students vote on a different type of food they
would enjoy (perhaps a food that doesn’t melt!) such as candy, chips, etc. While the
activity is written with the voting happening on one day, and the eating & discussion
happening on the following day, Activity Leaders can do this all in one activity (you’ll
just need to have a good idea of which food students will vote on in their election).

•
•

None

None (blindfolds are optional)

•

Ice cream ingredients or
store bought ice cream
(other foods that don’t
melt can be
supplemented!)

Activity 5, p. 21-22:
Two Ballots
(15 min.)

Activity 6, p. 23-24:
Meet the Candidates
(45+ min.; work can be
spread out over several
days)

Activity 7, p. 25-26:
Voting Simulation
(50 min.)
Optional Activity, p.
27-34:
Non-Voter Simulation

Students explore why it is important to not only vote, but to also be an educated voter.
Activity Leader Note: Remind students of their voting activity from Activity 4.
9 Ask students to share why they think it is important for citizens to vote in the
upcoming elections.
9 Next, ask students to explain what they feel makes someone qualified to vote.
Note their responses in a list on the board.
• Continue with the attached activity as explained.
Students will research candidates and then put together a page consisting of pictures
and promises made by the candidates running for local, state, or national offices
(Activity Leaders can choose which level(s) of government to have students focus on).
Activity Leader Note: Tell students now that they have a good sense of what being
an ideal citizen entails, and now that they know why it is important to vote and ensure
they are an educated voter, they will be exploring the exciting candidates running for
election in November! Tell students that even though they aren’t 18 & can’t
“officially” vote, it is still important that they learn how to prepare to be an educated
and informed voter. Explain that they can also help educate adults who can vote on
the candidates. (Also tell students that while they can’t officially vote, they can cast a
youth ballot at a Kids Voting precinct, so it’s important they know the candidates!)
When students have completed this activity, allow them to share the information they
found with classmates, and/or post their work in the school and allow them to add to
it up to election day.

Activity 9, p. 37-38:
Get Out the Vote!
or
Get Registered
Commercials
(30 min.-1 hour)

Photocopies of ballots;
attached

•

Photocopies of “Meet the
Candidates” sheet
(attached) or
blank paper (drawing
paper, poster board, etc.)
for students to design
their own sheet
Scissors, glue, crayons or
markers)
Informational materials on
candidates (Activity
Leaders can provide
campaign literature,
newspapers, magazines,
television, or internet
access to students)
Paper ballots
Materials to set up room
like an election site (i.e.
table, ballot box,
something to serve as a
voting booth)
Polling Place Diagram,
attached
Copies of role cards for
voters, attached

•
•

Students vote in a simulated polling place to become more familiar with the voting
process.

•
•

Activity Leader Note: In the “Voting Simulation” activity, students will vote using a
process that is close to the actual voting process. After completion of this activity,
again remind students that they can vote in the upcoming November election by going
to a Kids Voting poll with their parent/guardian on election day!

•

Optional: Activity Leaders can follow the same procedure for setting up the room as
a polling place as outlined in the “Voting Simulation,” but have the judge turn
students away based on random criteria as described in the “Non-Voter Simulation”
within. (Note that voting does not have to occur on three separate days as described
in the activity; it is fine to have one vote on a topic of your choice take place during
one day.)

Activity 8, p. 35-36:
Bumper Stickers
(20 min.)

•

Recommended Option: Activity Leaders also have the option of assigning students
particular voter role cards to simulate who can and cannot vote in a more realistic
fashion (see the attached role cards). The “judge” will again turn certain students
away based on the description on the back of their card. This can lead to a discussion
regarding how throughout history, not everyone has always had the right to vote, thus
further highlighting why voting is so important! (Use the discussion questions noted
at the end of the “Non-Voter Simulation.”)
Students will advocate for a candidate, cause, or issue through the creation of bumper
stickers.
Activity Leader Note: Tell students to continue thinking of the candidates and the
issues they learned about in Activity 8. Tell them that in this activity, they can choose
one political candidate or one political issue that they learned about and create a
bumper sticker for him/her/it. Post student work in the school once completed.
Now that students have an understanding of the importance of being an active, ideal
citizen and the importance of voting, they will try and increase the number of voters
who participate in the upcoming Election Day.
Activity Leader Note: Activity Leaders can use the attached ideas under “Get Out
the Vote,” and/or use the attached “Get Registered Commercials” to have students
create dramatic skits encouraging the community to register to vote and/or vote.

•

•

Photocopies of bumper
sticker handout (attached)
or art paper for students to
design their own
• Art supplies (markers,
crayons, etc.)
• Examples of real bumper
stickers (optional)
None (unless students choose
to create posters/flyers for
their voter advocacy project)

Activity 10, p. 39-40:
Things to Do on my First
Day in Office
(30+ min.)

Activity 11, p. 41-42:
Wish Tree
(30 min.)

Activity 12, p. 43-44:
Web of Our Community
(20-30 min.)

Activity 13, p. 45-52:
Windows to Our
Community
or
Learn and Serve
(1+ hour)

Students will think of ways to improve their communities as if they were mayor and
then envision their own role in making things better.
Activity Leader Note: The activity as described within instructs students to list
things they would want to do if they were Mayor. Activity Leaders may want to alter
this activity and instead instruct students to create a speech in which they pretend to
by Mayor and explain all the positive changes they will make to their city. Students
can then deliver these speeches to their classmates during a future class. Activity
Leaders can also have students complete this activity imagining they are President
rather than Mayor. Activity leaders can help students who want to send their “Things
to Do Sheet” to Durham’s Mayor or one of the Presidential campaigns.
Students will make wishes for their local community or country that express changes
they want to see.

•

Photocopies of “Things To
Do On My First Day in
Office” handout (attached)
or notebook paper

•

Large paper tree trunk
with bare branches (cut
out and taped to wall)
Art supplies
Copies of attached star or
leaf shapes (or students
can design their own
shape on paper and cut it
out)

Activity Leader Note: Activity Leaders can also focus the wish tree students create
on their school, their city, their state, on a specific issue, etc. Once the tree is
completed, discuss the ways such “wishes” can come true (i.e. vote, let your
government officials know your desires, volunteer, encourage others to volunteer with
you, etc.) Activity leaders can invite a Durham elected official to visit and “receive”
the students’ wishes. (Kids Voting Durham can help link programs to officials to visit.)

•
•

Students expand their understanding of a citizen and examine a citizen’s role as part
of an overall community. Part of being an active, responsible citizen within the
community is recognizing that each individual’s actions affect the community as a
whole. Thus, citizens who are active and engaged have a positive effect on those
around them and those who are apathetic have a negative effect. In this activity,
students create a “web” to explore the interconnectedness of citizens living within
the same community.
In this activity, participants will explore their community, creating a piece of art
representing their community as it is, as well how it can be improved. Ideally the
activity will culminate in participant identification of a community service project or
volunteer opportunity.

•

Yarn

•

Art supplies (crayons or
markers)
Photocopies of the
attached “Windows to Our
Community or 2 pieces of
large art paper per
student/partner (students
can replicate the handout
on the art paper)
Additional materials may
be required depending
which service project
students select
KV Precinct

•

Activity Leader Note: As this unit culminates, ensure students understand all the
ways they can impact their community. While they are not old enough to vote, they
are able to make a difference through participation in a community service project!
•

Activity 14, p. 53-54:
I Go To The Polls
(time varies)
Activity 15, p. 55-56:
Watching the Returns
(time varies)

Now that students have explored the importance of active citizenship and voting, as
well as explored the candidates up for election, students will travel to a Kids Voting
precinct on election day and cast a youth ballot!

•

Students monitor the election returns to stay politically active.

•
•

Copies of US map,
attached
Red and blue crayons,
markers, or colored pencils

Human Scavenger Hunt
Overview
Students learn new things about each other in an interactive game. This game can also be used as a way to practice
classroom behavior expectations.
Grades
Any
Activity Type
Whole class
Materials
•Human Scavenger Hunt Questions, attached
Duration
20 minutes
Procedure
1. Tell students that they are going to play a fun game that will allow them to learn something new about each other.
Explain that since they will be up and moving around at the same time, they should be careful and move safely about the
room. Also explain that since part of this game is learning new things about one another, they should be willing to talk to
any and everyone in the room, and not just gravitate towards people they know well.
2. Explain that using the sheet given to each of them, they should find someone in this room who a statement on the sheet
is true for. (An example of the Human Scavenger Hunt is attached, but teachers are encouraged to change the questions
and tailor them to things appropriate to your student’s ages and interests.) In the first blank, they should write the
person’s name. In the second blank, they’ll need to get some details from that person. Students should not use the same
person more than once (unless you have a very small group), and students should say “thank you,” “nice to meet you,” or
some other polite comment after speaking to someone. The first person who gets their entire sheet filled out and follows
class expectations while playing wins a prize (optional).
Allow students to ask questions, and then tell them to begin.
3. It is the teacher’s choice when to stop the activity. If you are playing for a prize, you may want to tell the first student
who finishes to let you know privately, this way the game can continue a bit longer if you choose. Once most students
finish, it is advised to stop the game.
4. After finishing, first debrief student behavior by asking: “What did you do well with while playing that game?” (you are
looking for answers such as “We all participated,” “We were respectful,” “We didn’t bump into each other,” etc.)
Also offer positive reinforcement by sharing with students what you liked about the way they participated.
5. Finally, allow students to share the things they learned about each other, by asking them to report on each question
from the scavenger hunt. For example, ask: “Who found someone who shared their favorite TV show with you?” Students
will respond with the person’s name they spoke to and what they said their favorite show is.

Created by the North Carolina Civic Education Consortium
www.civics.org
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Directions: Find someone in this room who a statement below is true for. In the first blank, you’ll write that
person’s name. In the second blank, you’ll need to get some details from that person. You can not use the same
person more than once, and you must say “thank you,” “nice to meet you,” or a different polite comment after you
have spoken. The first person who gets their entire sheet filled out and follows class expectations while playing
wins a prize. Good luck!
Find someone who…
1…has a favorite TV show______________________________________________________(their name)
What is the show?___________________________________________________(summarize their answer)
2…has traveled out of the state__________________________________________________(their name)
Where did they go?__________________________________________________(summarize their answer)
3…has voted before___________________________________________________________(their name)
What was voting like for them?_________________________________________(summarize their answer)
4…has a favorite college team___________________________________________________(their name)
What is it?________________________________________________________(summarize their answer)
5…can tell you three offices that people get to elect____________________________________(their name)
What offices did they tell you?__________________________________________(summarize their answer)
6…did something mischievous when younger_________________________________________(their name)
What did they do?___________________________________________________(summarize their answer)
7…will share something positive about themselves____________________________________(their name)
What did they say? __________________________________________________(summarize their answer)
8…can tell you why it’s important to vote___________________________________________(their name)
What did they tell you?_______________________________________________(summarize their answer)

Created by the North Carolina Civic Education Consortium
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“Help Me-Help Me!”
Overview
Students practice team work and the importance of helping one another in a fun game.
Grades
Any
Activity Type
Partner
Materials
None
Duration
30 minutes
Procedure
1. Students should choose partners and determine who is A and who is B.
2. Instruct Partner A to think of an activity that would be hard to finish on his/her own (i.e., a partner may choose to act
out cleaning their room.) If students cannot think of something, tell them they can ask you for ideas. Tell A’s they must
also have a reason in their minds that this has to be done so quickly (for example, if they are acting out cleaning their
room in a rush, in their head they may be thinking that their parents will be home any moment and they will be in trouble if
the room isn’t clean).
3. Explain to A’s that in a moment, they will begin pantomiming this activity, which means they will pretend to be doing it
and acting it out without using words. Since the activity they are acting out should be something they are worried about
finishing, they should show this in their acting.
Explain that B’s responsibility is to watch the pantomime and try to figure out what A is attempting to do. Once B’s feel
they know what A is doing, they should jump into the scene and pantomime helping A finish. Remind students that there
can be no talking at any point in this activity. B’s should also be careful about jumping in too soon.
4. Allow students to ask questions and then instruct Partner A’s to begin their silent pantomime. B’s should pay close
attention and figure out how they can help A. Once they feel they know what A is doing, they can jump into the scene and
offer assistance.
5. Once all partners have entered the pantomime, stop the exercise and remind students to remain silent. Go around the
room and ask each B to say what they thought they were helping A finish, then have A say what they were actually doing
and why it had to be finished so quickly.
6. Debrief:
•Was anything difficult about that activity?
•Were you both working on completing the same thing? If not, where did the miscommunication come from?
•In what ways did your partner help you/try to help you?
•Are there times in life when we may need assistance from others? Explain.
•Why is it important to be willing to help others in our community? Why is it important to ask for help when you
need it?
•For those of you who didn’t finish your task or were unable to help your partner, is this realistic? Are
there times when we mean to help and don’t end up helping? Explain. Are there also times when people, such
as parents, are trying to help us, even though we may not want that help? What is an appropriate response for
this type of help?
After debriefing, you can allow partners to switch roles and repeat the activity.
Adapted by the North Carolina Civic Education Consortium
www.civics.org
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Don’t Let Me Go “KA-BOOM!”
Overview
Students use team work and explore responsibility by participating in a fun game. Through discussion, students explore
why responsibility is an important trait for every citizen to exhibit.
Grades
Any
Activity Type
Partner
Materials
Blindfolds (optional)
Duration
30 minutes
Procedure
1. Tell students that they are going to play a game called “KA-BOOM,” and the purpose of the game is to practice
responsibility, teamwork, and to have fun.
2. Break students up into partners and have them choose to be A or B. Instruct the A’s to line up on one side of the room
side by side. Tell them to turn their back to the center of the room and close their eyes (if you don’t trust your participants
not to peek, blindfold them). Assure them that since they are part of a safe, caring classroom community, no one will mess
with them while their eyes are closed.
3. Next, have the B’s place items on the floor that would block the path of the A’s if they were to walk across the room
(books, a pile of pencils, jackets, backpacks, etc.). The teacher should just make sure that none of the objects used could
cause harm. Ensure the students spread the objects around the whole room, so that the floor is evenly covered.
4. Once all items are placed, tell the group that all of the items on the floor, which the B’s can see and the A’s cannot,
represent landmines. If they are stepped on or moved in anyway, they will explode with a loud “KA-BOOM”, obliterating
the poor person who has hit it.
5. Explain that A’s must navigate across the room without opening their eyes and without hitting a landmine. The way
that they will get across the room safe without going “KA-BOOM” is with the assistance of their partner B walking beside
them and giving vocal instructions to direct them. B’s responsibility is to navigate their partner-in-need to safety, keeping
them from stepping on a landmine or from running into other A’s using only their voice. B’s may not steer their partners
physically in any way, and should also keep A’s safe from bumping into other A’s.
6. Once students understand the rules, allow them to begin. The teacher should pay close attention to the A’s and if any
run into any of the landmines, yell “KA-BOOM” and tap them so that they know they have been blown up. When students
are “blown up,” you can have them step to the side and wait for the activity to end (as students are blown up, they can help
the teacher monitor the other students.) Another choice is to have students start over and try again if they do not make it
to the other side, which can lead to a discussion about how even when we don’t succeed, we must continue to try.
Also, if your students are more motivated by competition, you can offer a prize to the first pair of which A reaches safety.
7. Once all of the A’s have either made it safely to their partners, or sadly been obliterated, ask students to discuss in
their pairs:
•What is responsibility? How did responsibility play a part in this exercise?
•Why is it important to be responsible in real life?
Adapted by the North Carolina Civic Education Consortium
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After a few moments, have partners report their thoughts back to the whole group. Further discuss:
•For those of you who survived, what did it take for you to make it safely across the room? (facilitate a discussion
of teamwork, care/concern, responsibility, etc.)
•Why is it important that we always encompass and exhibit these traits within our classroom and within our
community at large?
8. Tell partners you are going to play the game again, this time with B’s closing their eyes (or being blindfolded) and A’s
being the leader. Have B’s take their places and close their eyes, and again have A’s rearrange the landmines to block the
path the B’s will take. Once A’s have taken their places facing their partners across the room, tell them that the game is
going to change a bit this round. Instruct A’s that while previously B’s could use words and explanations to navigate
partners to safety, this time A’s can only use sounds while navigating B’s to safety. A’s may make any types of sounds they
want, but they cannot use any word or semblance of a word in assisting their partners. You can again allow A’s to move
closer to their partners as they navigate them through the landmines, but they may not touch them. Allow students to ask
questions, wish them luck, and let them begin. Once more, monitor the B’s to ensure they do not hit a landmine, again
yelling “KA-BOOM” if they do.
9. Once all partners have made it to safety or unfortunately been obliterated, debrief:
•How did the role you played this time in your partnership differ from before? Is it easier to be the person in
trouble or the person helping? Explain.
•What was different about the rules this time? Do you think only being able to use sounds rather than words
changed the level of difficulty? Explain.
•In life, are situations that require us to be responsible sometimes varying in difficulty? Explain. (For example,
being responsible to clean up your room compared to being responsible and refusing peer pressure.)
•What are various situations in which you as young people feel a sense of responsibility? What can be difficult
about being responsible?
•Even though being responsible can be very hard, why is it important to still be as responsible as possible?
•How might this activity compare to situations in real life? As citizens of the same community, in what ways are
we responsible for one another?
•What happens when just one citizen of a community is irresponsible? What examples can you think of that
illustrate how the irresponsible actions of one citizen can be harmful to others? (consider examples such as
crimes <drunk driving or speeding that results in another’s injury>, littering/pollution, not voting, etc.)
Culminating Activities
• While this activity can stand alone as a fun game, you can also use this activity to focus students on a particular theme
by asking, “What are the responsibilities of __________?” (i.e. What are the responsibilities of a citizen; What are the
responsibilities of a community; What are our responsibilities to one another as members of this class; What are our
responsibilities to people in our community who are less fortunate; etc.)
Based on the theme you choose, continue into another activity or lesson specifically exploring that topic. For example:
-“What are the responsibilities of a citizen”- See the Consortium’s lessons The Good, The Bad, and the Citizen or
What Makes a Good Citizen
-“What are the responsibilities of a community”-see the Consortium’s lesson Web of My Community or Windows to
My Community
-“What are our responsibilities to the environment”, “What are our responsibilities in terms of participating in
Government”- See The Lorax

Adapted by the North Carolina Civic Education Consortium
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3– 5 ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP Working Together

ICE CREAM IN A BAG
(20-30 minutes)

OBJECTIVE
Students work together to decide on an ice
cream flavor and to create ice cream.


MATERIALS
Measuring cups, measuring spoons, milk,
vanilla, sugar, rock salt, ice, one or more 1gallon Ziploc® freezer bags, one or more 1-pint
Ziploc freezer bags; eating utensils and
bowls/cups; any ingredients needed to create
the ice cream flavor the class has voted on
GET READY
 Gather your students together and tell them
they will be eating as a class tomorrow, but
first they need to decide on an ice cream flavor.
 Help your students hold a debate/forum and a
vote to choose an ice cream flavor. Recommend
the students pick a flavor that the majority of
the class will enjoy — it is their goal to work
together to find a flavor that everyone will like.
 Hold an “Ice Cream Election” and graph the
results of the vote.
 Once the students have made a final decision,
prepare the materials above for the day when
you will be making the ice cream as a class.
Make sure you have:

measuring cups, measuring spoons, milk,
vanilla, sugar, rock salt, ice, one or more
1-gallon Ziploc freezer bags, one or
more 1-pint Ziploc freezer bags

the ingredients needed for the flavor the
class has voted on (ex. chocolate,
strawberries, etc.)

spoons and either bowls or cups
INSTRUCTIONS
 Help the students mix the following in 1-pint
freezer bags:







1 cup milk

4 T sugar

1 t vanilla flavoring
Put the following in the gallon freezer bags:

2 cups ice

3 T salt

the sealed pint bag
Seal the gallon bags.
Pass the bags around so all can cooperate to
make the ice cream. Students should gently
squeeze the bags but also make sure the bags
don’t pop open.
Eat the ice cream while discussing the
questions below.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
# Was the flavor of the ice cream the flavor you
wanted? If the student says no, ask them if it
was still a fair process. Remind them, if
necessary, that they were able to express their
opinion both verbally and in a vote.
# Would it be fair if we only let the boys vote on
the flavor? Why not?
# Were you happy with the flavor the class
selected? Were you happy with the process we
took to determine the flavor?
# Was it hard to work as a class to determine the
flavor of the ice cream? Why or why not?
# Did the ice cream taste good even if you voted
for another flavor?
# Was it easy or difficult to make the ice cream
as a class? Why?
# If we did this again, what could you do to
get more people to vote for the flavor you
wanted most?
# Do adults ever do anything similar to what we
just did? Can you give me an example?
(elections, presidential debates, etc.)
Grades 3-5 ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP
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3– 5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING I Study the Candidates and Issues

TWO BALLOTS
(10-15 minutes)

# Why is it important to gather information
before we vote?
# Where can we get information before voting?
# Have you already decided who you will vote
for? If not, how will you get the information
you need to decide?

OBJECTIVE
Students experience voting with and without
adequate information.
MATERIALS
Two Ballots handout
GET READY
 Make enough copies of the Two Ballots handout
for the number of students in your class.
 Cut the ballots apart.
INSTRUCTIONS
 Without any instruction, give the students
Ballot A and ask them to vote.
 Have your students either tally the results as a
group on the board or individually on a piece
of paper. (Students may also graph the results
of the vote at your discretion.)
 Give the students Ballot B and ask them to
vote again. Tally (and graph) the results again.

MORE!
Make extra copies of the two ballots for your
students so they can share with adults at home.
Have students take a simple class poll by
asking adults where they get most of their
information before voting.
Ask your students to bring in any election
articles, pictures, or materials for a bulletin
board.
VOTE QUOTE
“Liberty without learning is always in peril and
learning without liberty is always in vain.”
– J.F. Kennedy

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
# What difference was there between “Ballot A”
and “Ballot B”?
# Did you change your vote once you had the
information on “Ballot B”?

This lesson was developed by Edna Neprud, Kids Voting Georgia; Kelly Kline, Kids Voting California; and Bobbie May, Kids Voting Washington.

Grades 3-5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING 10
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TWO BALLOTS

TWO BALLOTS

Ballot A
YES

1.

School

2.

Recess

Ballot B
NO

4.

Homework

4. There will be no
homework on weekends.

5.

Television

YES

2.

Recess

Ballot B
NO

1. School will be year round.
2. Recess will be replaced
by 20 minutes of sit-ups
& push-ups.

Ice Cream

3. Only garlic-flavored ice
cream will be served in
the cafeteria.

4.

Homework

4. There will be no
homework on weekends.

5.

Television

3.

NO

5. Television will be in the
classroom — but only
the commercials.

Ballot A
School

YES

2. Recess will be replaced
by 20 minutes of sit-ups
& push-ups.

Ice Cream

1.

NO

1. School will be year round.

3. Only garlic-flavored ice
cream will be served in
the cafeteria.

3.

YES

5. Television will be in the
classroom — but only
the commercials.

Grades 3-5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING 11
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3– 5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING I Study the Candidates and Issues

MEET THE CANDIDATES
(30-40 minutes over two days)

OBJECTIVE
Students put together a page consisting of
pictures and promises made by the candidates
running for office.
MATERIALS
Meet the Candidates handout; scissors, glue
GET READY
 Divide your students into pairs.
 Duplicate one copy of the Meet the Candidates
handout for each pair of students.
 Collect, or have your students collect, local
campaign literature and several recent issues
of the local newspapers.
 Prepare scissors and glue for each pair of
classmates.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
# What promises have been made by the
candidates? (Continue until you have reviewed
all the candidates.)
# Which promises seem most important to you?
How do campaign promises help you decide
how to vote?
# Is there one candidate whose picture appears
more often than the others? Do you think
he/she is winning right now? Do you think the
pictures are giving him/her an advantage?
# What can we do if politicians do not keep their
campaign promises?
MORE!
Continue to collect campaign pictures and
put them up on a bulletin board with the
Meet the Candidates papers.

INSTRUCTIONS
 Tell the pairs to look for a photograph of each
candidate in an election and to also look for
articles about the candidates’ campaigns.
 Ask your students to watch the news and listen
for promises that the candidates make. Give an
example: John Jones says that he will bring
new businesses to our town.
 Give students time to work on the Meet the
Candidates handout the next day and possibly
at home. (Students could alternatively work on
this project in small groups.)

Bring up the concept of promises in other
contexts: books the students read, classroom
rules, etc.

Grades 3-5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING
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MEET THE CANDIDATES

MEET THE CANDIDATES
Candidate Name

Candidate Name

Candidate Name

Picture of Candidate

Picture of Candidate

Picture of Candidate

Campaign Promises

Campaign Promises

Campaign Promises

Grades 3-5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING
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3– 5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING I Register and Vote

VOTING SIMULATION
(30-40 minutes)

 Let each student go through the process
of voting.
 Instruct the marshal to tally and announce
the vote.
 Implement the vote.

OBJECTIVE
Students vote in a simulated polling place to
become familiar with the voting process.
MATERIALS
Paper for ballots; material for a ballot box and
voting booth; Polling Place Diagram handout
GET READY
 Choose an issue that will impact the students
rather quickly. For instance, vote on what’s for
homework that evening or something fun such
as determining the class’s favorite color.
 Prepare ballots or determine a way to vote on
blank pieces of paper.
 Prepare a simple ballot box and voting booth.
 Arrange a corner of the classroom to resemble
a polling place as shown in the diagram.
INSTRUCTIONS
 Explain the roles of the various precinct
workers and assign students to these roles.
Seat them as shown in the diagram.
 Give one of the judges the registration sheet
derived from “The Name Game” activity.
 Give the clerks lined paper to record the voters
as they come in.
 Hand the ballots to the other judge.
 Seat the marshal by the ballot box.
 Ask a student to demonstrate by casting
the first vote.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
# Who can go to a polling place?
# Have you ever gone with your parents?
If so, where was it?
# How do adults know where to vote?
# If they don’t know, how can they find out?
# Can everybody vote?
# Have you voted at the Kids Voting booth
before? What was it like?
# Where will you go to cast your Kids Voting
vote this election?
# Are there any rules in a polling place?
# What do you think are good manners for a
polling place?

Grades 3-5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING 16
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VOTING SIMULATION

POLLING PLACE DIAGRAM

At the polls there are usually: one inspector; two judges — one
Republican, one Democrat; two clerks — one Republican, one
Democrat; and one marshal.
As you enter you will generally meet:
1

A judge with the register, a list containing the names of
registered voters in the precinct, who will ask your name,
find it in the register, and ask you to sign beside it

2

Two clerks, one for each party, who will add your name to a
list to witness that you have voted

3

Another judge, who will hand you your ballot, and help you
understand how to cast your ballot

4

A voting booth

5

The marshal, who will take your ballot and place it in the
ballot box

6

The inspector, who oversees the polling place and assigns all
the workers their duties

Poll workers have other duties. For
instance the marshal makes sure that
the law is kept. She watches that no one
campaigns within 150 feet of the polls
and she checks to see that everyone in
line when the poll closes gets a chance
to vote.
You, the voter, will:
1. Sign in by writing your name in
the register
2. Take a ballot from a judge
3. Go to the booth and vote
4. Return your ballot to the marshal

Grades 3-5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING 17
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3– 5 THE RIGHT TO VOTE What is Suffrage?

NONVOTER SIMULATION
(45-60 minutes over the course of a week)

 Instruct the members of the committee to
quietly turn away those who do not meet the
voting criteria.
 Announce the outcome and implement it.
Repeat the process for the next two days.
 Inform the class that there will be a meeting
held at the end of the week for complaints and
discussion.
 Hold a class meeting to discuss the feelings of
the students.

OBJECTIVE
Students understand the concept of suffrage –
the right to vote.
MATERIALS
No materials are necessary for this activity.
GET READY
 Have three students volunteer to form a
committee. Assign them to:

Choose three issues to vote on over the
next three days that will directly affect
the class, such as “We will study math all
morning today” or “We will do extra
homework tonight, but none tomorrow.”

Choose unfair criteria to determine the
right to vote on each of the issues such
as “those with birthdays from January to
June.” Have different criteria for each of
the three days. On the third day of voting
you may want the voter criteria to be
those who have not yet voted, so that
everyone gets a chance to vote.
 Prepare a ballot box, ballots, a voting site, and
voting issue signs.
 Supervise the ballot box and get ready to turn
away students who do not have the right to vote.

QUESTIONS FOR THE CLASS MEETING
# Did those with the right to vote have more
power than those without? Do you know that
the right to vote is called suffrage?
# When you did not get to vote, how did it feel to
be powerless?
# Do you think the process of granting suffrage
has always been fair? Why or why not?
# Do you have a say in the decisions our
government makes? If yes, how?
# Does everyone use their voting privilege?
Why or why not?
# What other powers do you have in this
community, this state, this country?
# How did U.S. citizens achieve suffrage?
Do citizens of other countries have the right
to vote?

INSTRUCTIONS
 Have the committee announce the voting issue
each day and display it next to the ballot box.
Do not display the voting criteria.
 Invite the students to vote one at a time by
writing “Yes” or “No” on a ballot and placing
it in the box.

Grades 3-5 THE RIGHT TO VOTE
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2

Judge

Judge

Republican Clerk

Democratic Clerk

Marshal

Inspector/Chief Judge
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White Male property owner,
30 years old

White Male, no property,
25 years old

African American Female,
21 years old

African American Male,
18 years old

Hispanic American Female,
16 years old

American Indian Male,
18 years old

Page 29

You can vote!
White males 21 and over have been
able to vote since the 1776 when the
Declaration of Independence was
signed and states eventually eliminated
the requirement to own property.

You can vote!
White males 21 and over have been
able to vote since 1776 when the
Declaration of Independence was
signed.

You can vote!
African Americans were given the right
to vote by the 15th Amendment in
1870. However, 18-year-olds could not
vote until 1971 when the 26th
Amendment lowered the voting age
from 21 to 18.

You can vote!
African Americans were given the right
to vote by the 15th Amendment in
1870. But until the Voting Rights Act
was passed in 1970 many were denied
their right to vote through poll taxes,
tests, and other means.

You can vote!
In 1947 the Supreme Court affirmed
the right of Native Americans to vote.

You cannot vote!
In 1920 the 19th Amendment gave
women the right to vote. But the
minimum voting age in the US is 18.
Three states are currently trying to
lower the minimum voting age to 16 for
local elections.
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Hispanic Male,
28 years old,
Non-citizen

Ethiopian Female,
21 years old,
Naturalized Citizen

White Female,
40 years old
Not registered to vote

African American Male
20 years old
Not registered to vote

Hispanic Female,
18 years old,
Parents are non-citizens
Born in the US

Hispanic Male,
101 Years Old
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You can vote!
You don’t need to be born in this
country to be a US Citizen. You can go
through a process called
“naturalization” where you are made a
citizen of this countrty.

You cannot vote!
Only US citizens – either born in this
country or naturalized – can vote.

You cannot vote!
Even though African Americans 18 and
over have the right to vote, you have to
register with your local board of
elections in order to use your right to
vote.

You cannot vote!
Even though women 18 and over have
the right to vote, you have to register
with your local board of elections in
order to use your right to vote.

You can vote!
There is no upper age limit on voting!
Vote in every election you can for as
long as you can!

You can vote!
Every person born in this country is a
citizen of the US regardless of whether
their parents are citizens.
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This judge has a register, a list
containing the names of registered
voters in the precinct. When each
voter comes in the judge asks their
name & address and finds it in the
register to insure they are eligible to
vote.

This judge hands each voter their ballot
and helps the voter understand how to
cast the ballot.

The Democratic clerk records the
names of voters registered as
Democrats to witness they have voted.

The Republican clerk records the names
of voters registered as Republicans to
witness they have voted.

The inspector (chief judge) oversees
the polling places and assigns all
workers their duties.

The marshal supervises voters as they
put their ballot into the ballot box.
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3– 5 ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP Communicating Your Position

BUMPER STICKERS
(20 minutes)

 Ask the class to describe bumper stickers they
have seen and liked.
 Divide your students into groups of three.
 Instruct each student to design a bumper
sticker promoting a favorite issue, candidate,
etc. They may draw their design on scrap paper
before using the label paper.
 Have students consult with their group
members to make sure everyone used the
graphic principles on the board.
 Let the students draw and color in their
bumper stickers.
 Students can share their bumper stickers with
the class for feedback.

OBJECTIVE
Students advocate for a cause or issue through
the creation of bumper stickers.
MATERIALS
Bumper Stickers handout; paper (preferably
label paper); drawing and writing materials
GET READY
 A few days in advance of doing this activity, ask
your students to keep a watchful eye out for
bumper stickers.
 Copy enough of the Bumper Stickers handout
so that each student has one bumper sticker.
Use label paper if possible.
 Cut the bumper stickers from the handout apart.
 Gather markers and crayons.
INSTRUCTIONS
 Discuss with students the purpose of bumper
stickers. If possible, bring in examples and
discuss what makes a bumper sticker effective.
 Draw bumper sticker examples on the board.
First draw effective bumper stickers with
catchy, large print. Next, draw ineffective ones
with small, messy print. Then ask: Which
would you consider well done and eyecatching, and which would you consider
poorly done and uninteresting? Why?
 From the answers, keep track of what makes a
good bumper sticker. List on the board the
qualities of a good bumper sticker:

Short, catchy message

Large, neat letters

Clear, heavy lines

Bright colors

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
# Why do you think people put bumper stickers
on their cars?
# Do you think bumper stickers help sway
people’s opinions on issues, candidates, or
other subjects? If so, how?
# Do you think creating bumper stickers is a
good way to express how you feel about
something? Why or why not?
# What are some other ways you can express or
share an opinion?
MORE!
If they get consent from the appropriate adult
family member, students can place their
bumper sticker on the family car.
Have your students help you collect bumper
stickers for a bulletin board. Discuss whether
they are effective or ineffective.

Grades 3-5 ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP
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BUMPER STICKERS

BUMPER STICKERS
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3– 5 THE RIGHT TO VOTE

CULMINATING ACTIVITY: GET OUT THE VOTE!
(Time varies)

 Have students keep track of how many kids
and/or adults they influence to vote. A large
thermometer-type graph could be posted in the
classroom and filled in periodically as students
complete their activities. (Of course, they won’t
be able to discern the effects of all activities,
for example, posters and flyers.) As a school or
a class, students could set a goal to influence a
certain number (100? 1000?) of people to go to
the polls. If they worked with the adult population, they could check the Auditor’s Web pages,
contact the Auditor’s office, and/or contact the
Election Commissioner for voter turnout
records. Be sure to compare results to the voter
turnout of the last comparable election.
 After the election, discuss in class whether
students think they made a difference.

OBJECTIVE
Students participate in a variety of activities to
increase the number of adult voters and/or kid
voters who attend the polls on Election Day.
MATERIALS
The materials needed depend on what project
the students decide to undertake.
GET READY
 See “The Right to Vote” and “Voter Apathy”
in the Appendix.
INSTRUCTIONS
 Have students brainstorm responses to the
following question: “How can we increase the
number of registered voters/kid voters who will
attend the polls on election day?”
 Here are some possibilities to add to students’
lists if they do not come up with them:

Posters

Flyers

Letter to the editor of a local and/or
school newspaper

Public service announcement on the radio

Voter registration drive

Calling registered voters to remind them
to vote

Setting up a public display in the library,
mall, or outside a grocery store

Contacting neighbors, friends,
relatives, etc.
 Decide which activity or activities students will
undertake to increase the voter turnout.
Students could work in small groups or the
entire class could work on one project.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
# What did you learn about the challenges of
influencing people to vote?
# Did you make a difference? If so, how?
# Was this activity easier or harder than you
thought it would be? Why?
# What was the best approach in trying to get
people to vote?
# Do you think most citizens appreciate their
right to vote? Why do you feel that way?
# What challenges do we face that prevent
people from voting? What can you do about
those challenges?
# What did this activity teach you about the
right to vote?

Grades 3-5 THE RIGHT TO VOTE
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3– 5 ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP Having an Impact

THINGS TO DO ON MY FIRST DAY IN OFFICE
(20-25 minutes)

 Have your students pair up to exchange papers.
Each student should select their favorite idea
from the other person’s list.
 Make a master list of suggestions on the board.
 Ask your students if there are any suggestions
on the board that they can do now; they can
act on one of the suggestions, depending on
its feasibility.
 Display the papers on your Kids Voting bulletin
board, labeling them with the children’s last
names: “Mayor Smith,” “Mayor Johnson,” etc.

OBJECTIVE
Students think up ways to improve their
communities as if they were mayor and then
envision their own role in making things better.
MATERIALS
Things To Do On My First Day In Office
handout; writing and drawing materials
GET READY
 Duplicate the Things To Do On My First Day In
Office handout for each student in your class.
 Prepare a Kids Voting bulletin board area to
display the papers.
INSTRUCTIONS
 Say, Have you ever wondered what the mayor
of our community does? What do you think he
does? Listen to responses.
 While students brainstorm several of the mayor’s
jobs, write them on the board. They may include
planning, listening to people’s problems,
getting things built for the community, etc.
 Distribute the handouts and say, I want you to
pretend that each of you has just been elected
mayor of our city! Tomorrow will be your first
day in office. What do you need to do, and
want to do, starting tomorrow?
 The students will list their priorities and, if
they wish, color or decorate their papers.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
# What are the qualifications you need to be the
real mayor of our town? (Review these for your
community. Generally, you must be a resident
for a specified time and a registered voter.)
# In what ways can you help to make the plans
for our community come true? (Choose some
of the students’ plans and brainstorm children’s
roles in bringing them about. Example: “Make
our town cleaner” can translate into “We will
never throw litter in the streets.”)
MORE!
Students can send their papers to the mayor or
they can summarize their plans in a classroom
letter. Mail the letter to the mayor’s office or
send it via e-mail.

Thanks to Carol Sharkey of Providence Day School, Charlotte, North Carolina, for this activity.

Grades 3-5 ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP
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THINGS TO DO ON MY FIRST DAY IN OFFICE

THINGS TO DO ON MY FIRST DAY IN OFFICE
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
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3– 5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING I Continue to Make a Difference

THE WISH TREE
(30 minutes)

OBJECTIVE
Students make wishes for their country that
express changes they want to see.
MATERIALS
Star Cards handout; art supplies (crayons,
markers, etc.); yarn; hole puncher; scissors
GET READY
 Find a large bare tree branch and place it in a
pot filled with pebbles or design a large tree out
of paper and attach it to a wall or bulletin board.
 Copy and cut apart a star card for each
student.
 Prepare: one 8-inch-long piece of string or
yarn for each student, crayons, markers, or
colored pencils, scissors, and a hole puncher.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
# How can our wishes for our country come true?
# Is there anything a young person can do to
make these wishes come true?
# How have we helped our country by
participating in this activity?
# If we practice self-discipline and patience in
our classroom, how might that help?
# Can you think of anyone who had a wish or a
dream for our country and made it come true?
Tell us about it.
MORE!
As a class, brainstorm a wish for the
community that the class can make a reality
(such as a cleaner school or playground).
Work together to make this happen.

INSTRUCTIONS
 Instruct your students to cut out the star card,
fold it in half, and color/decorate the cover.
 As they are working, ask them to make a wish
for our country.
 Have your students draw or write their wish on
the inside of the card and sign their names.
 Help them punch a hole in the corner and tie
string through the hole.
 Hold a ceremony so the students may tie their
cards to the tree. They may read or describe
their wishes as they place them on the tree or
share them more privately later on.

Grades 3-5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING 20
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THE WISH TREE

STAR CARDS
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3– 5 ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP

CULMINATING ACTIVITY: LEARN AND SERVE
(1 hour in class; time varies out of class)

OBJECTIVE
Students learn about different problems in the
local community, choose one, and brainstorm
ways they can make a difference.
MATERIALS
Newspaper articles; additional materials
determined by the nature of the service project
GET READY
 Prepare newspaper articles that discuss
community problems: trash, hunger, etc.
 Arrange to have someone from the community
come to your class to speak about local
community needs and problems.
 Consider things that will determine the nature
of a service project: money, transportation,
supervision, etc.
INSTRUCTIONS
 For homework one night, ask students to talk to
their parents/guardians about what they think
are the biggest problems in their community.
The next day, have students share in class and
add these ideas to a list of community
problems on the board.
 Have your students come up with additional
ideas to add to this list by having them read
through the newspaper articles you collected.
(You may want to distribute entire newspapers
if your students are familiar with reading them.)
 Have your students add any additional community
problems they can think of to the list.
 The next day, have someone from the
community come to your class to speak about
local community needs and problems. This

could be a public official such as the mayor or a
city council member or someone who works for
an umbrella social service organization such as
United Way. Ask the speaker to talk with the class
about current community problems. Encourage
students to ask questions about the problems
to learn more about how they originated and
what solutions might be effective.
 Tell your class that they are going to address
one of these problems, but first they need to
decide which problem. Have your class vote to
decide which problem to address.
 Now that you have a problem for your class to
consider, ask your students to come up with
possible solutions to the problem. List these
ideas on the board.
 In order to identify the correct project for your
class, encourage the students to think about
which of these activities would be most feasible
and desirable to execute. The following
questions will be helpful to consider:

How much time do we have for the
service activity?

What kinds of support do we need
(money, transportation, adult
supervision) and where can we find
this support?

Which ideas are likely to have the
greatest impact on the problem?

Which ideas do we most want to do?
Note: It is important as the teacher that you
“veto” any ideas at this point that the students
are advocating for that you find unacceptable
or unreasonable. Be sure to explain to the
students why that idea will not be included in
the final list.
Grades 3-5 ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP
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3– 5 ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP

CULMINATING ACTIVITY: LEARN AND SERVE (continued)
 Vote on one project idea for the class to complete.
 After completing the service activity, have
students reflect on their experience in writing
or discussion.
 To conclude the experience, celebrate students’
efforts to make a difference. This could be as
simple as a popcorn party, extra recess, a pizza
picnic, or as involved as a public event in the
community with student awards.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
# What are some of our community’s needs and
problems? Why do you consider these
problems? How do you know these are needs
and problems in our community?
# Was it hard to come up with a service project
for the class? Why or why not?
# What was hard, easy, fun or difficult about the
service experience?
# Did the class make a difference?
# What did we learn from this experience and
how could we apply that learning to future
efforts to improve our community?

MORE!
If the service project the class undertook is not
one that involved influencing public opinion,
you might also consider one of the following
activities for your class:

Write a letter about the problem to a
newspaper editor or a public official in
the community

Organize a public display with facts,
artwork, and any other information you
can think of

Grades 3-5 ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP
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3– 5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING

CULMINATING ACTIVITY: I GO TO THE POLLS
(Time varies)

OBJECTIVE
Students engage in an authentic voting
experience.
MATERIALS
Election materials supplied by your Kids
Voting USA affiliate
GET READY
 Have your students’ voter registration cards
handy. (They should have filled them out during
The Name Game activity. If your students did
not yet participate in this activity, consider doing
it with them prior to them casting their votes.)
INSTRUCTIONS
 Tell your students, Now that we know what
voting is and why it is important, let’s use our
right to vote and make a difference!
 Give your students back their registration
cards prior to their voting experience so they
can take them to the polls.
 Have your students participate in your local
Kids Voting USA affiliate election. If you are not
sure who your contact person is (whether a
grade-level chair, school principal, etc.) visit our
Web site: www.kidsvotingusa.org and click on
“Affiliate Network.” It will give you the contact
information for your local Kids Voting USA
affiliate. They should be able to give you the
information you need.
 Have your students reflect, either verbally or in
written form, both on their voting experience
and on how they plan to continue to make a
difference in their community.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
# How did it make you feel when you voted?
# Does voting give you power? How?
# How do you think it would feel if you were not
allowed to vote?
# Do all people vote who are able to?
Why do some people not vote? How do you
feel about that?
# Why is it important to study the candidates
and issues?
# How can you get information about the
candidates and issues?
# What does it mean to register? Why is
registering important?
# Is voting the only way you can make a
difference? What else can you do to make a
difference?
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3– 5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING I Continue to Make a Difference

WATCHING THE RETURNS
(Time varies)

OBJECTIVE
Students monitor the election returns to
stay politically active.

MORE!
For gubernatorial or other state elections,
copy a state map showing counties. Follow
instructions above.

MATERIALS
U.S. Map handout

VOTE QUOTE
“Politics is just another word for your future.”
– Unknown

GET READY
 Copy one U.S. Map handout for each student.
INSTRUCTIONS
 Ask your students to take the maps home and
watch the election returns on television or find
them in the newspaper.
 Instruct them to choose a color for each
presidential candidate (preferably blue for a
Democratic candidate and red for a Republican
candidate) and to color the states accordingly
as they learn the results from television, the
radio, or newspaper.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
# What happened when you went to the polls?
# Did you have any problems? Any surprises?
# Did the election turn out as you thought
it would?
# How do you feel about it today?
# Were the election returns exciting to watch?
# If you were planning an election returns show
for kids how would you make it more exciting?

Grades 3-5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING 18
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WATCHING THE RETURNS

= Other

= Republican

= Democrat

Color Key

U.S. MAP
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3– 5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING

OVERARCHING QUESTIONS
MY VOTE GIVES ME POWER
# What is a vote? What do you think it is like to vote?
# What does voting accomplish?
# Does voting make a difference? How?
# What is an election?
# What is the purpose of an election?
# Are there different kinds of elections? Like what?
# What power does voting have?
# What happens when people do not vote?
I STUDY THE CANDIDATES AND ISSUES
# What is a candidate?
# What does a candidate hope to do?
# How do candidates try to win an election?
# Do you know any candidates in this election?
# What is an issue?
# Can you give an example of an issue?
# What issues are important to you?
# Why is it important to study the candidates?
# Why is it important to study the issues?
# What can you do to study the candidates and issues?
I REGISTER AND VOTE
# What does it mean to register?
# What do you think you do when you register?
# Why is it important to register?
# Do you need to register before you vote?
# Why is it important to vote?
# What do you accomplish when you register and vote?
# Have you ever been to a polling place? What was that experience like?
I CONTINUE TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE
# What does it mean to make a difference?
# Does voting make a difference?
# What else can you do to make a difference?
# Do candidates make promises? Can you give me an example?
# Do all candidates keep their promises once they are elected?
# What can you do to make sure that candidates keep their promises when they are elected?
# What do you think is important to do once an election is over?
Grades 3-5 ELECTIONS AND VOTING 24
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